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Both native (L1) and non-native (L2) speakers have difficulty with temporarily ambiguous 
sentences. For example, in (1), L1/L2ers initially misinterpret the temporarily ambiguous 
subordinate clause verb (“dressed”) and NP (“the baby”) as a transitive verb and direct object, 
respectively (“Mary dressed the baby”) (e.g., [3,6]). This causes revision of “the baby” as the main 
clause subject and “dressed” as an intransitive verb at the main clause verb. 
 
(1) When Mary dressed the baby laughed happily. 
 

Previous studies have shown that both L1/L2ers sometimes persist with the initially 
assigned direct object misinterpretation, even after attempts at reanalysis [2,5]. Recently, [7] and 
[4] argued that L1/L2ers complete syntactic reanalysis of the ambiguous NP, and persistence of 
misinterpretation results from a failure to discard initial misinterpretations. Specifically, [7] argued 
that both initially assigned direct object and newly assigned subject interpretations remain after 
reanalysis. This suggests that the initial transitive misinterpretation assigned to the subordinate 
clause verb (“dressed”) may not be fully discarded after reanalysis. [8] provided evidence of this 
lingering misinterpretation in L1ers in a structural priming paradigm in language production. To 
further explore the extent to which both L1ers and L2ers persist with the initial transitive 
misinterpretation during language comprehension, the present study used a structural priming 
paradigm in comprehension that used eye-tracking while reading. 
 48 L1ers and 48 proficient L2ers of various L1 backgrounds (mean placement test 
proficiency score 48/60; range 31–59) read sentences like (2) and answered questions like (3). 
(2) manipulated whether or not the subordinate clause verb of target sentences (“washed”) was 
the same as that of prime sentences (“washed/called”). Prime sentences were either ambiguous 
(2c) or unambiguous (2a/b). Target sentences manipulated ambiguity likewise such that (2b/c) 
are ambiguous and (2a) is unambiguous. The subordinate clause of target sentences always 
contained a reflexive absolute transitive verb (e.g., “washed”). To examine priming effects on 
offline language comprehension, comprehension questions, which were shown after target 
sentences only, always referred to the initially assigned misinterpretation. If the initial transitive 
misinterpretation lingers, ambiguous prime sentences should not reduce garden-path effects to 
the same degree as unambiguous prime sentences.  
 For prime sentences, regression path duration showed a significant main effect of 
ambiguity in the spillover region (“very quietly in”). Similarly, total viewing times showed a 
significant main effect of ambiguity in both disambiguating (“waited”) and spillover regions. These 
effects indicate revision cost. For target sentences, there were main effects of ambiguity due to 
revision in regression path duration and total viewing times across the disambiguating (“started”) 
and spillover (“eating some”) regions. Total viewing times also showed a significant priming by 
lexical overlap interaction, which did not interact with group, in the disambiguating region. 
Unambiguous, but not ambiguous, prime sentences led to a significant reduction in garden-path 
effects, but only in “same verb” conditions. Comprehension accuracy showed significant main 
effects of ambiguity (persistence of misinterpretation) and group (lower accuracy for L2ers than 
L1ers).  

These results provide novel evidence from a structural priming paradigm that both 
L1/L2ers persist with the initially assigned transitive misinterpretation of a temporarily ambiguous 
verb after reanalysis [2]. The finding that clear priming effects were observed only in cases of 
lexical overlap between prime and target sentences is possibly attributed to comprehension 
priming being heavily lexically mediated (e.g., [1,9]). 
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(2a) Prime-Unambiguous, Target-Unambiguous 
Prime: While James washed(called), his child waited very quietly in the bathroom. 
Target: After the lady washed, the dog started eating some food quickly. 
 
(2b) Prime-Unambiguous, Target-Ambiguous 
Prime: While James washed(called), his child waited very quietly in the bathroom. 
Target: After the lady washed the dog started eating some food quickly. 
 
(2c) Prime-Ambiguous, Target-Ambiguous 
Prime: While James washed(called) his child waited very quietly in the bathroom. 
Target: After the lady washed the dog started eating some food quickly. 
 
(3) Question: Did the lady wash the dog? 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Total viewing times in target sentences (left graph) and proportion of correct responses 
to comprehension questions (right graph). 
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